Galaxy Watch Active

Safe, secure, accurate
communications from
your wrist.
Galaxy Watch Active
Enhance business and employee wellness in any environment,
hands-free. With a design that won’t weigh employees or
patients down, the Galaxy Watch Active enables health and
wellness features that deliver the ability to monitor blood
pressure and provide a breakdown of heart rate zones based
on activity. With advanced auto sleep tracking to improve
stress levels and sleep patterns, Galaxy Watch Active is
ideal for any professional environment seeking to improve
employee well-being.

Key Features
Connect On the Go
The Galaxy Watch Active’s sensors are IoT endpoints, and include newly
developed blood pressure and stress sensors, as well as onboard GPS,
motion, activity and heart-rate sensors that can detect an irregular
heartbeat. Bluetooth® allows Wi-Fi connectivity with your paired device.
The Galaxy Watch Active features a 1.15 GHz dual processor and 10nm
semiconductors, for seamless performance and faster business workflows.
Our new One UI delivers an enhanced user experience, and you can
customize the Galaxy Watch Active face with your company’s branding.

Work Everywhere
Slim and lightweight, the Galaxy Watch Active is B2B-ready. It offers
real-time alerts to keep you informed, along with power that lasts for up
to 45 hours.1 Hands-free navigation via advanced voice control or wrist
gestures simplifies usage, while capacitive-touch scrolling lets users
quickly and easily navigate apps and commands.
Tested to MIL-STD-810G standards,2 the Galaxy Watch Active is waterresistant to 50 meters3 and operates under temperatures from -40° to
145° F. It’s built to withstand vibration, shock and more.2 Watch-face
graphics are protected by durable, scratch-resistant Gorilla Glass.
And the Galaxy Watch Active is bright enough for outdoor work.
Using Samsung Knox Configure, you can create a customized Galaxy
Watch Active with your logo, graphics and desired apps. Then use Kiosk
Mode to choose which specific applications each Galaxy Watch Active
will run.

Support and Manage
The Galaxy Watch Active is continually protected by Knox, a security
platform built from the chip up for superior protection.4 Knox uses
TrustZone-based Integrity Measurement Architecture (TIMA) to keep your
data safe from the second the Galaxy Watch Active turns on. Management
of all your devices, data and applications is made easier through our
Wearable Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) software, while Knox
Configure cloud-based service lets you pre-configure your fleet of Galaxy
Watch Actives.
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Galaxy Watch Active
Part Numbers
Dimensions
Body

Weight

Display

Black: SM-R500NZKAXAR
Rose Gold: SM-R500NZDAXAR
Sea Geeen: SM-R500NZGAXAR
1.56" x 1.56" x 0.41" / 39.5 x 39.5 x 10.5 mm
0.88 oz. / 25 g

Build

Stainless Steel 316L

Type

Always-On Display, Super AMOLED Capacitive Touchscreen, 16M Colors

Resolution

360 x 360 Pixels, 1:1 Ratio (~302 ppi Density)

Protection

Corning Gorilla Glass 3

OS

Tizen-Based Wearable OS 4.0

Platform

Chipset
CPU

Dual-Core 1.15 GHz

Memory

Internal

4 GB, 768 MB RAM

Sound

Loudspeaker
Commands
Sensors

Features

Water Resistant
Strap
Electronic Payment

Battery1

Exynos 9110

Yes
Natural Language Commands and Dictation
Bluetooth 4.2, Wi-Fi b/g/n, NFC, GPS
5ATM + IP683 / MIL-STD-810G2
Compatible with Standard 20mm Straps
Samsung Pay

Charging

Qi Wireless Charging

Stand-by

Up to 45 hours, 230mAh

Compatible Devices5
Warranty

Samsung Smartphone, Non-Samsung Android Smartphone (Android OS 5.0 and Above, RAM 1.5GB and Above), iOS 9.0 and Above iPhone 5
1 Year Standard Parts and Labor
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1-866-SAM4BIZ
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1
Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use. Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application-usage patterns. Based on laboratory testing. Results
may vary. 2This device passed military specification (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset of 10 specific conditions, including drops from 4.9 feet, extreme temperatures, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. 3Water-resistant up to 50 meters per ISO standard 22810:2010. Not
intended for scuba diving. Avoid excessive, sudden temperature changes and high-velocity activities. Rinse in fresh water/dry after use in sea water or chlorinated water. 4For the full list of Knox certifications, please visit samsungknox.com. 5Compatible with select Bluetooth-capable smartphones.
Galaxy Watch-supported features may vary by carrier and compatible device. For a list of compatible smartphones and features, please visit samsung.com/galaxywatch/device-compatibility. For best results, connect with compatible Samsung Galaxy smartphones.

